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The rugged eastern face of the peak of the “Armchair”
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SETTING THE SCENE 
Arkaroola is one of Australia’s outstanding geological “hot spots”. It is a stunning 
60,000 hectare mountain area of the northern Flinders Ranges of South Australia. 
Its natural arid mountainous landscapes include steep ridges, red gorges, 
boulder strewn creek beds, waterholes, river red gums and a rich Aboriginal and 
European history. It is an outdoor museum of nationally and internationally 
significant geological phenomena and a window into Australia’s deep 
geological time.

Arkaroola’s oldest rocks are 1.6 billion years old, which is, quite remarkably, forty 
percent of the total age of an established planet Earth (at about four billion 
years). Two key events at Arkaroola during this time have attracted the all-
consuming interest of geologists and researchers from within Australia and 
overseas. The first, some 1580 million years ago, was the emplacement of a 
granite body which contained uranium, thorium and potassium radioactive 
minerals. During decay, these minerals give off natural (radiogenic) heat. These 
were naturally occurring “hot rocks”.

The second significant event was the formation of a giant rift valley to the east of 
Arkaroola some 850 million years ago. At this time, this was the east coast of 
Australia – there were no “eastern states” – and the Australian continent was 
found very close to the equator within a super-continent known to geologists as 
“Rodinia”. The rift valley, resembling the modern African Rift Valley, occurred 
when the valley sides slowly “pulled-apart” along fault lines and the valley floor 
descended. This created, in a marine environment, a “geosyncline” into which 
eroding streams from adjacent mountains deposited their sediments.

Why are these two events important? Firstly, the “hot rocks” have helped to 
create a series of events over a long geological time period for which there are 
no known equivalents on Earth. These Arkaroola “hot rock” phenomena are 
usually associated with volcanic activity or mountain building events and not 
with a very stable environment in the middle of a tectonic plate. At one time, 
there was a massive subterranean explosion which pulverised solid granite to 
form what geologists call a breccia (and geologists are still researching the 
cause of this massive release of energy!). There was a remarkable event where 
the hot rocks were so hot that they melted the surrounding country rock to form 
a new granite body called the British Empire Granite; and there was uranium 
mineralisation. This occurred when very mobile hot rock influenced fluids rich in 
iron oxide and uranium moved through the breccia to form distinctive but minor 
uranium deposits. These features are impressive. They also include a long-lived 
and spectacular geyser and boiling pool basin that formed when underground 
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waters became superheated following contact with the hot rocks. There is no 
other known site like this in the world. The “hot rocks” (of course) are also of great 
interest for their potential to form a whole new source of natural heat energy for 
“green” electricity generation.

The series of rift valleys  known as the Adelaide Geosyncline which now 
geographically includes Arkaroola’s Mt Painter Inlier was formed at a time when 
animal life first emerged on Earth. It is one of the few areas of the world with such 
evidence. The Geosyncline’s deposition commenced about 850 million years 
ago (Ma) in the Precambrian and finished at about 520 Ma in the Cambrian. 
More specifically within the geosyncline, Arkaroola has some of the best-
preserved and continuous sedimentary sequences associated with the time 
when animals (multi-celled organisms) are thought to have first appeared. It also 
has one of the best of five known Precambrian carbonate reefs of the world 
(which are all found in the Northern Flinders Ranges). Arkaroola Reef was a 
spectacular fringing reef standing one kilometre high above the sea floor. On 
the landward side, its shallow lagoon included ancient life forms known as 
Stromatolites. On its steepest seaward facing slopes, potential ancient life forms 
were recently discovered and these could be the first animals of Earth. These life 
forms are of extraordinary importance to all interested in the origins of animal life 
on our planet.

The geological “hot spot” attributes of Arkaroola are nationally and 
internationally significant. It is why in 2012 the South Australian Government has 
protected Arkaroola from mining by special legislation and it is why it has 
submitted (jointly with the Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary), a nomination for 
National Heritage Listing. This Field Guide describes in greater detail nationally 
significant geological attributes of Arkaroola presented within that nomination. It 
includes introductory and background information about Arkaroola and a 
description of three field trips that visit outstanding geological sites. All field trips 
are within Arkaroola’s aesthetically magnificent settings.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the field guide
Arkaroola is a geological (heritage) hotspot of national significance. In 
recognition of its extraordinary values, the Parliament of South Australia enacted 
the Arkaroola Protection Act 2012 to establish the Arkaroola Protection Area.

The Arkaroola Protection Area – exclusive of a small freehold allotment – has 
been jointly nominated for the National Heritage List by the South Australian 
Government and the leaseholders of Arkaroola Pastoral Lease, Margaret and 
Doug Sprigg.

This geological field guide introduces and describes some of the nationally and 
internationally significant geological features of Arkaroola. It presents 
introductory and context-setting information about the Arkaroola Protection 
Area including the story of its extraordinary geology and its rich human history. It 
then provides much more specific descriptions of the selected geological sites, 
but in a thematic way which helps to build the exceptional geological story of 
Arkaroola.

Arkaroola also has a rich biodiversity, which although not covered by this field 
guide, will be readily appreciated by the users of this guide as they discover the 
area.

Arkaroola Waterhole (Source: Margaret Sprigg; Photo by Peter MacDonald)
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1.2 Arkaroola Protection Area
The Arkaroola Protection Area (Arkaroola) is located in the Northern Flinders 
Ranges 600 kilometres north of Adelaide and 130 kilometres east of Leigh Creek 
(Figure One). It includes most of the Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary and covers 
approximately 590km2. 

The Arkaroola Protection Area formally came into effect on 26 April 2012.

Exclusive of a small freehold allotment, the Government of South Australia owns 
the land comprising the Arkaroola Protection Area, which is subject to two 
pastoral leases under the Pastoral Land Management and Conservation Act 
1989. The Arkaroola Protection Area comprises 82.6% of the Arkaroola pastoral 
lease, leased by Marg and Doug Sprigg, and 8.5% of the adjoining Mt Freeling 
pastoral lease, leased by GJB Nominees Pty Ltd.

Figure One: Arkaroola, Northern Flinders Ranges, South Australia
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Arkaroola is a rugged, mountainous area of about 60,000 hectares and its 
highest mountains range to 944 metres at Mount Freeling with many dissected 
areas above 500 to 600 metres. This landscape is of great antiquity; it is intensely 
eroded but has remnant Permian, Cretaceous and Tertiary erosion surfaces. The 
mountainous lands, entrenched and sinuous streams and associated deep 
gorges help protect semi-permanent and permanent waterholes, and provide 
critical habitat for relict and threatened flora and fauna (in an otherwise arid 
environment) such as the Spidery Wattle (Acacia araneosa), a vulnerable 
species at State and National level; the Slender Bell Fruit Tree (Codonocarpus 
pyramidalis) an endangered species at the State level and vulnerable at 
National level and the Yellow-footed Rock-wallaby (Petrogale xanthopus) which 
is listed as vulnerable at both State and National level.

Arkaroola is a refuge for flora and fauna species in the harshest of droughts. At 
this altitude, its mountainous lands provide a marked contrast to the monotony 
of expansive flat, horizon-dominated drainage lands, sand dunes and salt lakes 
that lie to the north, west and east. It is part of a northerly trending mountainous 
“peninsula” which juts into a “sea” of surrounding flat lands. Its landscape is 
dominated by more resistant rock-types and is immediately distinctive from the 
rolling folded parallel strike-ridge terrain of the southern Adelaidean sequences 
of the Flinders Ranges. Particularly distinctive Arkaroola landscape and 
geomorphic features include Freeling Heights (944 metres), Mawson Plateau (600 
metres average elevation), the Pinnacles (448 metres), the Armchair (700 
metres), Sillers Lookout (680 metres), Mount Painter (750 metres) and Mount Gee 
(640 metres). The feature “Sitting Bull” (370 metres) was named by geologist and 
Antarctic explorer Sir Douglas Mawson, and “Mawson Valley” was named after 
him. Arkaroola Waterhole is a particularly important landscape feature. All of 
these features owe their origin to a diversity of different erosion resistant 
metamorphic and igneous rocks and uplift.

1.3 Arkaroola’s geological heritage 
Arkaroola is a geological (heritage) hotspot – it is a globally important region of 
concentrated and diverse geological, geomorphic and geo-historical 
phenomena of national heritage significance. Like no other precinct in Australia, 
this three-dimensional exposure of the Earth’s crust reveals phenomena of vital 
interest for research in the mineral and energy industries, for research into 
ancient life and for practical geological education of students of crystalline 
rocks, economic minerals, hydrothermal and sedimentary processes, structural 
geology, geomorphology, planetary exploration and geological links with 
arid-land ecology (Gehling 2012).
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The age of Arkaroola’s geological phenomena and their context to an evolving 
4000 Million Years or Mega-annum (Ma) Earth from the Mesoproterozoic (1600 
Ma) to Recent (O Ma) has been illustrated (Figure Two). This time period 
represents 40% of the age of Earth (Guerrero and Frances, 2009). 

To provide an overview and context for the field guide, Arkaroola’s geological 
history and special features are briefly described here, commencing with the 
oldest basement rocks.

The Basement

Arkaroola provides a special insight or “window” into the older basement rocks 
in a geological area known as the Mount Painter Inlier. These basement rocks 
underlie the Adelaide Geosyncline sequences and include the Mesoproterozoic 
Radium Creek Group (~1590 Ma) and the radiogenic granitic rocks represented 
in the main by the Mount Neill Granite (~ 1580 Ma) (Figure Two).

Different climates, climate change and early life on Earth

Rifting and deposition within the evolving Adelaide Geosyncline commenced 
about 850 Ma and older sequences of the Adelaide Geosyncline in the pre-
Ediacaran Neoproterozic period (850-650 Ma) are found at Arkaroola (GSA 2011, 
Wallace et al, 2011). This latter period of time is called the Cryogenian and it is 
special, for it is when early life was evolving and when the first animals on Earth 
may have appeared (Figure Two).

The commencement of deposition in the Adelaide Geosyncline may be 
observed at Arkaroola, and specifically at Arkaroola Waterhole with an exposed 
contact between the 1580 Ma old Mount Neill Granite and the 850 Ma basal 
Paralana Quartzite (Drexel and Hore 2004). This important site and the entire 
Arkaroola Gorge area have been recognised as a Geological Heritage Site by 
the Geological Society of Australia. Deposition at this time at Arkaroola was 
represented by the Callanna Group and Arkaroola Subgroup sediments and 
volcanics (Preiss 1987, p44). Younger Neoproterozoic sequences record the 
ravages of an intensely cold period at low latitudes (the Sturtian glaciation) and 
deposition of great thicknesses of glacial deposits. The intensely cold periods of 
the Precambrian have never been repeated in the Palaeozoic.
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Grand cycles of climate and evolving life in the Neoproterozoic  
(Gehling 2012)

Arkaroola preserves a classic sedimentary record of one of the most extreme 
icehouse-greenhouse climatic cycles in Earth’s history. Massive deposits of 
ice-transported, boulders and mud debris are readily observed at Stubbs 
Waterhole and Tillite Gorge and record the melting of waning ice sheets that all 
but covered the globe during the Sturtian ice age, in the early Cryogenian 
Period, about 660-700 Ma (Figure Two). Rising sea-levels in the following warming 
phase produced the enormous carbonate deposits of the Arkaroola Reef, built 
by microbial colonies and carbonate precipitation including the oldest 
evidence of multicellular, reef organisms on Earth. Wiped out by the late 
Cryogenian, Elatina ice age, life underwent another leap in the evolution of the 
even more complex microbes and large marine animals of the Ediacara biota, 
during the next warming phase of the Ediacaran Period, culminating in the first 
sponge and coral reefs of the early Cambrian Period, 510-540 Ma.

Figure Two: Indicative ages of some Arkaroola geological phenomena and events 
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Cryogenian rocks of the Arkaroola Protection Area and those of Ediacaran and 
Cambrian times elsewhere in the Flinders Ranges, together provide the finest-
known record of how climate change appears to have stimulated the rise of 
complex life on Earth. The spectacular sedimentary and fossil record of the 
Earth’s climatic, chemical and biological evolution are what make Flinders 
Ranges (including Arkaroola) famous on a global scale. It is no coincidence that 
geologist R.C. (Reg) Sprigg discovered and published the first realised record of 
large animal life on Earth in the Flinders Ranges and interpreted the global 
importance of climatic cycles as recorded at Arkaroola. An “evolving Earth” 
context can be provided here since the Adelaidean sequences were deposited 
immediately prior to the Cambrian “explosion of life” at about 510 Ma (which 
have been famously exposed at the World Heritage Burgess Shales Site of Yoho 
National Park in Canada). They thus provide some of the oldest (if not the oldest) 
evidence for the emergence of animal life.

Arkaroola Reef

At about 650 Ma there was as a marked change in climate in a very short period 
of time when Earth became sufficiently warm at low latitudes for carbonate 
reefs to form. Arkaroola Reef is one of five such reef sites currently known for the 
world all of which fringe Arkaroola’s Mt Painter Inlier (Wallace 2012). In addition 
few other locations in Australia and elsewhere provide a continuous sedimentary 
record during this Cryogenian period. The Adelaide Geosyncline sediments at 
Arkaroola provide an opportunity for research into Earth’s ancient environment 
and possibly, the evolution of first animal life (Figure Two). The discovery of 
Neoproterozoic reef-building organisms at Arkaroola Reef and four other sites (see 
p.19) has provided opportunities for a new era of scientific investigation into 
(potentially) the oldest evidence for animal life on Earth. Outside of Arkaroola but 
still in the Flinders Ranges, the younger Adelaide Geosyncline depositional 
sequences include the National Heritage Listed Neoproterozoic Ediacaran Period 
fauna; an unconformable Precambrian-Cambrian boundary and early Cambrian 
sediments to about 520 Ma. These precede the Delamerian Orogeny (GSA 2011) 
(Figure Two).

Tectonic activity: The Delamerian Orogeny and localised enhanced 
metamorphism

At Arkaroola, both basement rocks and their cover were deformed during the 
Cambrian to Ordovician Delamerian Orogeny at about 500 Ma (Elburg et al, 
2003). This orogeny resulted in generalised low grade metamorphism of the 
Flinders Ranges sequences with mineral recrystallization temperatures of less 
than 300ºC (lower-greenschist facies). The exception was around the Mount 
Painter Inlier where recrystallization temperatures were about 400ºC to 600ºC 
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(amphibolite facies metamorphism). This localised increase in metamorphic 
grade was caused by the supplementary radiogenic heat found at the Mount 
Painter inlier (Brugger et al, 2003; Brugger et al, 2011b) (Figure Two).

Radiogenic heat melting of rocks

Deep cover-material overlaid the radiogenic granitic rocks during the 
Ordovician, and this helped to trap and enhance the effects of the heat 
generated. This was sufficient to melt rock, and the British Empire Granite (441 
Ma) in the northern part of Arkaroola formed (Elburg et al, 2003; McLaren et al, 
2006) (Figure Two). This was described by Brugger et al, 2003):

“The Delamerian Orogeny was followed by a complex, poorly 
constrained Late Ordovician (~440Ma) magmatic hydrothermal event”. 
(-360Ma).“This event produced large volumes of granite (The British 
Empire Granite in the core of the Inlier) that show evidence for a mantle 
component”. (…) “The same event may be responsible for the genesis of 
the uraniferous hematite ores exploited by the different workings. There 
appears to be a gradation in the mineralisation from high temperature 
magmatic hydrothermal (> 400ºC), to low temperature epithermal 
(<200ºC), to sinter deposits” (Brugger et al, 2003 p22).

Intense hydrothermal activity caused by this same radiogenic heat is identified 
from diopside-titanite veins of ~440Ma and the late Devonian Period (~360Ma). 
Radium Ridge hematitic and chloritic breccias developed (Cowley et al, 2012). 
This hydrothermal activity created the exceptionally well-preserved Palaeozoic 
epithermal deposits such as the sinter deposits and crystal lined cavities of Mt 
Gee-Mt Painter of ~320Ma age (Brugger et al, 2011bc).

Fossil geothermal site with hot pools and geysers

During the Permian or more recently (less than 315Ma), epithermal deposits at Mt 
Gee-Mt Painter were formed with hydrothermal waters including boiling water 
(150ºC) at the land surface (Cowley et al, 2011). This dramatic and now inverted 
geothermal landscape (Drexel 1980) would have been be similar in appearance 
to the modern Yellowstone (USA) and Whakarewarewa (New Zealand) 
geothermal sites with their boiling pools and geysers though located in a very 
southern latitude with its associated Antarctic snow and ice environment and 
presence of glaciers.
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Activity along the Paralana Fault and uplift that exposed ancient rocks

The Paralana Fault, a long lived active reverse fault, lies along the eastern side of 
Arkaroola. In the mid-Tertiary (~30Ma) there were large volumes of fluids along 
the Paralana Fault (Brugger et al, 2003). It has been the focus of uplift (and 
consequent erosion) which has exposed the Mount Painter basement rocks since 
the Late Miocene (~5Ma) (Brugger et al, 2011c).

Uranium mineralisation

Uranium mineralisation at Mt Painter was affected by deep weathering and this 
helped generate a diversity of secondary uranium minerals (Brugger et al, 2003 
p24; Brugger et al, 2011c). A total of 21 uranium mineral species, many of which 
are rare and beautiful, have been identified for Arkaroola and 19 of these were 
from Mt Painter (Brugger 2012). Erosion and runoff from the Mt Painter Inlier over 
time is thought to have contributed to the commercial uraniferous hydrosilicates 
in rollfronts at nearby Beverley (Walker 1999) to the east of Arkaroola and 
recently uplifted examples of paleo-rollfronts, preserved along the rangefront, 
can be found immediately (300 metres) east of Arkaroola at Four Mile West 
(Hore and Hill 2009).

Paralana Hot Spring (Walter 2012)

Paralana Hot Spring is located on the eastern side of Arkaroola and is an active, 
radon-containing hot spring that is the most recent manifestation of the region’s 
hydrothermal activity. Bacteria are abundant and are of special interest 
because they are surviving the combined stresses of high temperatures (57-
59ºC) and ionising radiation (from the radon gas). A preliminary study by Anitori 
and others (2002) found a very diverse microbiota of about 180 different kinds of 
bacteria, many new to science. This is a modern analogue of the sort of 
microbiota that would have existed in the Mount Gee-Mount Painter 
hydrothermal system millions of years ago. There is no other published example 
of such a spring from a natural environment. This is a window into the earliest life 
on Earth and perhaps elsewhere in the solar system. Research is continuing on 
these subjects.

Hydrothermal systems and Mars (Walter 2012)

There is substantial interest in the hydrothermal systems on Arkaroola as 
analogues for what is being found on Mars (Walter, 1999; Thomas and Walter, 
2002; Laing et al, 2004; West et al, 2010; Thomas et al, n.d.). Australian research 
has led to interest from NASA and there have been several associated field trips 
to Arkaroola. There is also great interest from the Australian chapter of the Mars 
Society and public interest is illustrated by the ABC Quantum documentary at 
Arkaroola on this topic.
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Structure and presentation of the Field Guide
This field guide specifically elucidates the values for which Arkaroola has been 
nominated for national heritage listing. It is primarily suited for assisted excursions 
and may in the future form the basis of more accessible information for the 
general public.

The field guide thematically presents the values around a field itinerary, on the 
basis that it will be supported by experts in the field. It also has value as a 
stand-alone document describing Arkaroola’s unique geological values.

The Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary Village is home base for field excursions 
organised to highlight the Arkaroola geological hotspot. Excursions should 
include expert guides and are subject to safety, weather and vehicle access 
considerations. Three field trips have been designed to feature the outstanding 
geological sites of national significance. These trips proceed to (Map One):

1. Arkaroola Reef

2. Hot Rock phenomena locations at Arkaroola

3. Outstanding geological research sites at Arkaroola.

The Field Guide has been structured to assist the Field Trips. It presents for  
each Trip:

i. The national and international significance of the geological 
phenomena

ii. Specific background information

iii. Site by site information

For each field site visited additional information is provided including:

i. A general context setting description

ii. A more detailed geological description. This information has been 
sourced from Drexel and Hore (2004) and new work completed as 
part of the National Heritage nomination process prepared by 
Stephen Hore in 2012. The site-specific geological detail targets has 
been prepared for geologists and geology students who have an 
interest in this detail.

The routes for the Three Field Trips are presented on Map One.
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Map One: Showing the three field trips, Arkaroola Reef; Hot Rock Phenomena and outstanding Research 
Sites 
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2. Arkaroola Reef
2.1 National and International Significance
Arkaroola Reef is a ~650 Ma fossil carbonate reef and is one of only five of the 
oldest Neoproterozoic reefs known for Earth (Wallace, 2012). It has the best 
geological preservation record for all of these reefs for the newly discovered 
fossil reef-building organisms. Subject to further scientific research and debate, 
these fossils have potential to be the oldest animals known for Earth. Arkaroola 
Reef is nationally and internationally significant for its status as a Neoproterozoic 
reef; for its “best” preservation record status; for its opportunity to research past 
climates and marine environments; and for future research into the origin of 
animal life on Earth. Arkaroola Reef is considered to meet National Heritage 
Listing Criterion (a) “the place’s importance in the course of Australia’s natural 
history”.

Artist’s impression of the “drop-off” zone of the one kilometre high Neoproterozoic Arkaroola 
Reef, including reef-building organisms (and potentially the oldest animals on Earth) in the 
foreground-right. (Illustration: Andrew Plant; Technical Advisor, Malcolm William Wallace, 
University of Melbourne)
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2.2 About Arkaroola Reef
During the Cryogenian Period there was a brief warmer interlude between two 
glacial periods known as the Sturtian and Marinoan glaciations. This was at ~650 
Ma or younger and a period of carbonate reef formation occurred at low 
latitudes, (Giddings and Wallace, 2009; Giddings et al., 2009; Hood et al., 2011; 
Wallace et al., 2011). At the deeper water frontal reef-margin of the nearby 
Oodnaminta Reef (the equivalent of Arkaroola Reef) sponge-like fossils were 
discovered, while the reef-flat shallow water facies were almost exclusively 
Stromatolites (Wallace et al, 2011). The “fossils” were also found at Arkaroola Reef. 
The sponge-like fossils discovered only recently and have the potential, with 
further research and investigation, to be recognised as the oldest animal fossils 
on Earth (Wallace, 2012). Such discoveries bring with them scientific controversy 
and debate and take time to reach a consensus. Given the fossils’ direct link with 
debate and scientific understanding of the evolution of animal life on Earth, 
Arkaroola Reef is a significant site in the course of Earth’s natural history. 

These chambered fossils were found in the deeper water sections of these reefs 
and:

The fossils are being actively researched and Walter and Walter, 2011 stated: 

”(…) are not directly comparable with any previously documented 
ancient or modern organism (…)” …(…) Reef-dwelling sphinctozoans [a 
polyphyletic group of Phanerozoic spicule-less chambered sponges] 
provide the closest morphological analogue (…). (…) “We suggest that 
the complexly chambered and calcified Oodnaminta Biota are primitive 
or precursor representatives of Porifera.” (Wallace et al, 2011)

“…the earliest history of the Metazoa is almost completely un-
documented in the rock record. The Ediacara Fauna, so famously 
discovered in the Adelaide Rift Complex by Reg Sprigg in 1946, springs 
unheralded into geological history late into what is now called the 
Ediacaran Period (Knoll et al, 2006). The late Professor Martin Glaessner 
postulated an earlier time of Metazoan evolution that he called Metazoan 
pre-history. While this concept is widely accepted, by and large decades 
of researchers worldwide have failed to find any record of that history (…). 
The reefs recognised by Giddings et al. (2009) [which include the 
Arkaroola Reef] offer a window into these times. The framework organisms 
remain enigmatic, but sponges spring to mind. This is a new frontier yet to 
be fully exploited.”
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Artist’s impression of Neoproterozoic reef-building organisms at Arkaroola Reef, potentially the 
oldest animals on Earth (Illustration: Andrew Plant; Technical Advice, Malcolm William Wallace, 
University of Melbourne)

The Oodnaminta and the Arkaroola Reef are two of just five Neoproterozoic 
reefs known for Australia and all are found in the Northern Flinders Ranges. 
There are no known equivalent reefs elsewhere on Earth (Wallace, 2012). Of 
the five sites, the Oodnaminta and Arkaroola Reefs have the best exposures 
and Arkaroola Reef has the best preserved textures for the fossil evidence 
(Wallace, 2012).

Surface exposures of Arkaroola Reef also offer exceptional three dimensional 
“walk through” exposures of reef-flat, reef margin, slope and basin facies 
(Gehling, 2011). The only other location known on Earth for these reef-building 
fossils is in Namibia and they were identified in 2010 following investigations 
triggered by the Australian discoveries (Wallace, 2012). 

Australia is the custodian of these outstanding fossil reef-building organisms and 
there are very few other sites in the world with the potential to find equivalent 
fossils. It emphasises the importance of the outstanding Arkaroola Reef and its 
four counterpart sites in the Northern Flinders Ranges (Wallace, 2012).
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Above: A March 2012 aerial photo of the Cryozoan Arkaroola Reef looking southwards along the 
length of the reef (looking along strike). The Reef is located on the right hand side of the photo 
and tilts(dips) westwards. The photo shows the shallow water lagoon area which includes 
Stromatolites (the domed area above the cliff) and the Reef “drop off” and high energy surf 
zone which lies immediately to the left of the domed area and immediately above the mid-
escarpment green vegetation band.

Below: Arkaroola Village and the southerly dipping geological strata of Griselda Hill
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2.3 Arkaroola Reef: Field Guide

Introduction

The Arkaroola Reef inspection is designed for about two hours return.  
The walking route proceeds eastwards from the Stubbs Waterhole Track along 
the bed of Kingsmill Creek and through the gorge and ancient reef sequences 
(Map One).

Arkaroola Reef in the 21st Century (Photo by Jason Irving, DEWNR)
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Kingsmill Creek, the shales of the Tapley Hill Formation and the Arkaroola Reef
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Stop One: Arkaroola Resort Village

General

Arkaroola Village is the starting point for all three of the field trips. From a 
geological perspective, the Village is located on some of the older sedimentary 
sequences of the 850 Ma Adelaide Geosyncline and these have been mildly 
folded and deformed to form dipping strata that plunges to the south-west. This 
is spectacularly displayed at Griselda Hill which dominates the immediate 
landscape at Arkaroola, particularly at its glowing best at sunset.

Detailed Geology

The Wortupa Quartzite and Opaminda Formation (calcsilicate) of Griselda Hill 
(named after Griselda Sprigg, wife of Reg Sprigg, and co-founder of the 
Arkaroola Sanctuary) is found to the immediate east of the village, with the 
Tapley Hill Formation shale to the south, and Blue Mine Conglomerate to the 
north. The Adelaidean sequence here, and in most other parts of the Flinders 
Ranges, shows very little evidence of metamorphism associated with the 
Delamerian Orogeny (~480 Ma), which also intensely folded all units throughout 
the Adelaide Geosyncline.

Stop Two: Kingsmill Creek-Arkaroola Reef

General

A short drive from Arkaroola Village towards Stubbs Waterhole, the road crosses 
Kingsmill Creek and this is the starting point for the Arkaroola Reef inspection. 

A two and a half hour walk downstream along the boulder-strewn creek bed 
winds amongst magnificent river red gums (Eucalyptus camaldulensis). Here, 
amidst outstanding ‘mini-gorge’ scenery, the stream-side geology shows where 
the ancient Arkaroola Reef rests on the finer sediments of the deep sea floor.

The five oldest known carbonate reefs on Earth are found in the northern Flinders 
Ranges. These include Arkaroola Reef and they formed part of a system of reefs 
offshore not unlike the Great Barrier Reef of today. Melbourne University 
Researcher Professor Malcolm William Wallace and his colleagues have been 
studying these most ancient (Cryogenian) Reefs as he describes them (which is 
the time of their formation during the Precambrian). He advises that Arkaroola 
Reef is one of the two best examples of these ancient reefs and it has the best 
preservation record for studying ancient life and how these reefs were formed. 
A professional colleague and expert on ancient life, Dr Jim Gehling of the South 
Australia Museum agrees and states that there is no other place in the Flinders 
Ranges where it is possible to walk through the best of the World’s first known 
carbonate reefs. This Arkaroola Reef walk, from a geological perspective, is 
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something quite remarkable. From an aesthetic point of view, it is a starkly 
beautiful walk through an arid mountain land “mini” gorge.

Malcolm Wallace’s research has found that the reefs were built when Australia 
was near the equator during a brief period of warmth. This was immediately 
after an intense cold period that included the deposition of the thick glacial 
sequences found at the nearby Tillite Gorge. With the warming, there was a 
change in chemistry of the oceans and with an increased amount of oxygen, 
carbonates precipitated out of solution (as did iron). The inorganic carbonate 
along with life forms, helped to build the reef, while the oxygenation transformed 
the soluble ferrous irons of the seas to ferric oxides to form the red beds found at 
Arkaroola. These red beds are (depositionally) the same age as the Reef. [This 
particularly Precambrian phenomenon of iron deposition is also why the rich iron 
ore deposits of Western Australia’s Pilbara formed.] As you walk down Kingsmill 
Creek it is possible to see examples of the distinctive red boulders of Arkaroola’s 
‘red beds’.

This change in the environment in both the atmosphere (you wouldn’t be able to 
breathe in the Earth’s atmosphere at this time!) and the marine environment 
were important since they provided the first opportunities for multi-cellular 
animal life on Earth to evolve. Without the evolution of this ancient life, you 
wouldn’t be reading this Field Guide right now (nor would it have been written!). 
Malcolm Wallace and his colleagues have studied this important geological 
setting for evidence of ancient life and part of his work was to understand the 
geological context. As you walk down Kingsmill Creek, like Malcolm, you will 
need to put on your geologist’s interpreter cap to study the bits and pieces of 
evidence found in the stream bed and valley sides that can be used to help 
understand the geology and setting of Arkaroola Reef.

Typical Stromatolite fossil, streamside outcrop, Kingsmill Creek
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Firstly, Arkaroola Reef has been faulted and uplifted and slightly tilted. Malcolm 
will have observed the bright yellow-brown and iron rich boulders of the creek 
bed to help him identify the presence of the (Paralana) fault. These distinctive 
rocks owe their origin to the iron-rich fluids that have in-filled the crush zone 
along fault zones at Arkaroola. Secondly, he would have observed the presence 
of Stromatolites which have otherwise been described as “microbial mats”. 
These are ancient life forms (fossils) which are found in some of the oldest rocks 
of Australia and similar forms are still found living in Shark Bay, Western Australia 
today! They are neither animal nor plant and existed in the shallow lagoon 
waters of Arkaroola Reef on the landward site of the reef. On the Kingsmill Creek 
walk, the earliest parts of the Reef that you encounter are these ancient shallow 
water lagoon environments. If you look carefully, you may find a boulder with 
distinctive Stromatolite fossils within the stream bed or stream side rock outcrops.

Your walk takes you downstream (eastwards) along the creek bed and takes you 
through sequences of the ancient reef. Quite dramatically, the orange coloured 
fossil reef will soon be immediately above you in the gorge, with bits and pieces 
of it found as boulders in the creek bed. Walking further downstream, you will 
pass through the reef lagoon to the reef drop-off zone. At this point, you are in 
the deepest part of the gorge, which is estimated to be 200 metres from the 
creek bed to the top of the domed reef beyond the gorge. There are “no signs” 
in the creek bed which feature these changes, rather, it is the hard work of 
geologists like Malcolm Wallace who have painstakingly researched the details 
of the rocks (including microscopically) to provide this detailed understanding.  

Soon, you will encounter the very distinctive dipping billiard table-like strata in 
the creek bed (shales of the Tapley Hill Formation) with the limestone reef 
overlying this site higher in the gorge. This is the reef drop-off zone, where the 
carbonate reef lies immediately above the very fine-grained ocean bottom 
sediments. Malcolm Wallace and his colleagues advise that the reef was 
originally a kilometre high at this point!

It is in this drop-off zone immediately below the ancient surf zone that has been 
of particular interest to Malcolm and his researchers. In these deeper waters they 
have found distinctive evidence of life forms which could be animals. If they are 
correct, they would be the oldest known animals on Earth. (If you ask Malcolm, 
he believes they are most probably animals, but he recognises that it will take 
years of additional work before the World’s experts on life forms of this age 
agree that these are the oldest animals known on Earth). 

The Arkaroola Reef walk eastwards concludes at the shales of the Tapley Hill 
Formation and return is by retracing your steps back to the road.
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Artist’s impression (left) of the Mt Gee- Mt Painter geothermal site in its southern polar setting 
during the Permian-Carboniferous period, showing the presence of glaciers, snow-covered 
terrain, hot pools, steam, geysers and hot water streams with brightly-coloured and temperature-
differentiated extremophiles.

(Illustration: Andrew Plant; Technical Advice: Joël Brugger, South Australian Museum; Stephen 
Hore, Geological Survey of South Australia)

3.  Arkaroola Hot Rock  
Phenomena

3.1 National and International Significance
There is no known equivalent in Australia for Arkaroola’s radiogenic heat-
influenced geological phenomena. Arkaroola’s features are unique and 
equivalent phenomena anywhere else on Earth have not been reported in the 
international literature. This radiogenic heat is generated by the natural decay 
of radioactive uranium, thorium and potassium minerals within 1580 Ma granitic 
rocks. This heat, trapped below many kilometres of overlying rock, has interacted 
with its surroundings to cause a unique suite of phenomena. Over 1580 Ma it has 
potentially been responsible for:

•	 enhanced metamorphism of the Neoproterozoic sedimentary cover 
succession; 

•	 the genesis of granitic melts; 

•	 explosive hydrothermal brecciation of basement rocks; 

•	 high temperature hydrothermal uranium mineralisation;

•	 lower temperature hydrothermal effects in a near surface environment;

•	 a multi-million year geothermal site with boiling pools and geysers; and

•	 the modern day Paralana Hot Springs.

Arkaroola is a nationally and internationally significant site for understanding 
past and present radiogenic heat effects. It is a significant natural research 
laboratory for an emerging geothermal energy industry (Reid et al, 2011) and for 
hydrothermal-based economic geology research and training. Arkaroola’s 
radiogenic heat-generated phenomena are considered to meet National 
Heritage Listing Criterion (b) for its possession of uncommon and rare aspects of 
Australia’s natural history and Criterion (d) for demonstrating the principle 
characteristics of a class of Australia’s natural places.
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3.2 Arkaroola’s Hot Rock Phenomena

Radiogenic Heat Effects

Natural radiogenic heat generated by the natural decay of U-Th-K rich minerals 
in the 1580 Ma granitic rocks of the Mt Painter Inlier have generated geological 
phenomena and geological processes over geologic time that are not 
replicated anywhere else in Australia.

“As the Mount Painter [radiogenic heat]case is so extreme, it provides an 
exceptional natural laboratory to explore how anomalous heat 
production imposes on a variety of tectonic responses including crustal 
anatexis (…)”(McLaren et al., 2006)

“(…) the primary thermal perturbation for mid-crustal anatexis [melting] 
was provided by the burial of the high heat-producing Mount Painter 
basement rocks beneath the known thickness of Neoproterozoic cover 
sediments.” (McLaren et al, 2006)

The Arkaroola amagmatic and intraplate radiogenic heat effects occurred over 
an extraordinary period of time (Figure Three). Some of the consequential 
phenomena are described here.

(i) Radiogenic heat melting of rock

Arkaroola is centred on Mesoproterozoic granitic rocks rich in naturally occurring 
radiogenic U-Th-K elements and these help generate a surface heat flow of 
more than twice the global average (Neumann et al, 2000). In 2006, Arkaroola 
was the equal hottest of the “hot rock” areas of Australia (McLaren et al, 2006). 
The Mt Neill Granite in Arkaroola has a present day heat generation of 11.3 μWm3 
(micro watts per cubic metre) which is five times greater than the average of 2.3 
μWm3 for granites, while immediately north, outside of Arkaroola, the Yerila 
Granite generates 62 μWm3 (McLaren et al, 2006). The hot rocks in the vicinity of 
Arkaroola are of interest to commercial geothermal energy companies. 

In the past, this radiogenic heat played an important role in the geological 
evolution of the Mount Painter Inlier and nearby Adelaidean sediments. Heat 
from the intra-plate radiogenic hot rocks, buried within an insulating cover of 
Adelaidean sequences generated an S-Type granitic melt during the 
Ordovician. This cooled to form the British Empire Granite. This event was 
described by Sandra McLaren and her colleagues (2006) (Figure Three):
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McLaren et al. also state that the radiogenic heat in the Mt Painter area is 
“extraordinary” and “must represent an extreme departure from global average 
crustal thermal regimes” (McLaren et al, 2006). They identified the cause of this 
phenomenon, for the heat-producing element enrichment of the Mt Painter 
basement rocks:

“is by far the most extreme of all the rock types of the South Australian 
Heat-Flow anomaly. It is also the highest amongst all the Australian 
Proterozoic felsic igneous rocks.” (McLaren et al., 2006)

They also identified that the Mount Painter thermal anomaly may be highly 
localised.

(ii) Radiogenic heat effects: Uranium mineralisation and other minerals

Arkaroola is special for there are very few sites in Australia where the original 
surface expression, evidence for mineralisation, and minerals formed, are still 
essentially undisturbed by mining. Nearly all comparable sites have been 
destroyed (Brugger, 2011b). Arkaroola (especially the Mount Painter area) is 
known for its colourful secondary uranium minerals with 21 uranium mineral 
species identified including the recently discovered uranium species Spriggite 
and Paulscherrerite (Table One) (Brugger et al, 2003; Brugger et al, 2004; 
Brugger et al., 2011a; Mindat, 2012). The primary source of this uranium 
mineralisation was linked to radiogenic heat-generated hydrothermal solutions 
(Figure Three).

With 21 confirmed uranium minerals (Table One), Arkaroola may have the 
greatest number of uranium minerals known for a single site in Australia (Brugger 
2012). This status was assessed using the Mindat website information (http://www.
mindat.org) for an indicative comparison (given that Mindat data is not peer 
reviewed data) with known uranium mining locations in Australia, including 
Alligator River (NT), Radium Hill (SA) and Ranger Uranium (NT) (Figure Four) 
(Brugger, 2012).
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Figure Three: Mount Painter Inlier radiogenic heat effects with geologic time (Hore and Worboys, 2012)
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Arkaroola includes at least 122 known mineral species from all eight of Dana’s 
mineral categories (Dana et al., 1997) and is an important Australian locality for 
minerals (Figure Five). These species were identified from (non-peer reviewed) 
Mindat data and published references (Worboys, 2012). 

This relatively rich Arkaroola mineral diversity was (indicatively) compared with 
Mt Isa (34 species) and Broken Hill (315 species) using Mindat data and available 
references. It was also categorised using the eight categories of Dana’s Mineral 
Classification (Dana et al., 1997). The analysis identified the relative numbers of 
mineral species for each category for each site. It highlighted the exceptional 
richness of Broken Hill for total mineral species, the relative diversity of species 
that each location has and the “indicative” richness of Arkaroola for uranium 
and other “oxide” mineral species (Worboys, 2012) (Figure Five).

Figure Four: Indicative number of uranium mineral species for well-known Australian uranium sites 
using non-peer reviewed Mindat data (www.mindat.org) and confirmed uranium minerals found 
at Arkaroola.
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Table One: Arkaroola Uranium minerals (Brugger, J. Ansermet, S. and Pring, A. 2003; Mindat)

Uranium Mineral Notes

1 Billietite A Barium uranium oxide mineral, it forms beautiful orange 
crystals

2 Boltwoodite A dull yellow potassium uranium silicate

3 Brannerite A pitch black uranium-titanium oxide forming acicular crystals 
up to 5 cm in length

4 Curite An orange-red hydrated lead uranium oxide mineral

5 Davidite A grey black coloured mineral found in uranium rich 
pegmatites

6 Francoisite-(Nd) A complex Cerium rich uranium oxide-phosphate forms small 
scale shaped crystals up to 1mm in size

7 Kasolite A uranyl silicate forming acicular crystals

8 Metaautunite This calcium uranium oxide-phosphate mineral forms yellow 
platy crystals which reach 2 cm across

9 Metaschoepite A uranium oxide mineral with bright yellow crystals

10 Metatorbernite A copper uranium oxide-phosphate mineral it is found as 
transparent green platelets

11 Paulscherrerite A microcrystalline canary yellow powdery uranium oxide 
mineral

12 Phosphuranylite A potassium-calcium uranium oxide-phosphate, it is a yellow 
mineral which forms radiating aggregates

13 Rutherfordine A uranium carbonate, it has yellow-bladed crystals 

14 Samarskite 
group mineral

A complex uranium oxide which includes rare earth elements. 
It was found as rounded irregular grains up to a few cm across

15 Schoepite A uranium oxide, barely distinguishable from Metascheopite 
which isa constituent of pseudomorphs of the primary 
uranium mineral 

16 Soddyite A uranium silicate mineral, it forms bright yellow fine-grained 
masses

17 Spriggite A lead uranium oxide with unusually bright orange thin 
acicular crystals

18 Torbernite A hydrated copper uranium oxide-phosphate mineral. It is 
found as transparent green platelets

19 Uraninite This is uranium oxide and is found as microscopic grains at 
East Painter

20 Uranophane A calcium uranium silicate. It forms bright yellow acicular 
crystals which form spheres 1 to 5 mm in diameter

21 Weeksite A potassium uranium silicate mineral, it forms yellow fibres and 
fluffy aggregates
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Figure Five: An indicative comparative analysis of mineral species by Dana Category for 
Arkaroola, Broken Hill and Mt Isa using non-peer reviewed Mindat data. Common rock forming 
minerals were included as a benchmark (Dana et al., 1997; Worboys, 2012)
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Bright orange Spriggite (Photo courtesy Joël Brugger, South Australian Museum)

“The radiogenic heat source drove hydrothermal circulation over a long 
period of time (hundreds of millions of years, from Permian to present), 
with peaks in hydrothermal activity during periods of uplift and high water 
supply.”(Brugger et al, 2011b)

(iii) Radiogenic Heat Effects: Australia’s Ancient Geothermal Site

Mount Gee and Mount Painter of Arkaroola are (mostly) the sub-surface and 
surface expression of a fossil geyser and hot springs site of Permo-Carboniferous 
age (younger than 315 Ma) and are the only known amagmatic epithermal site 
in Australia. The geothermal site was caused by radiogenic heat from the 
basement rocks (Figure Three).
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Dr Joël Brugger and colleagues at the South Australian Museum have advised 
that there is no known documented equivalent of the Mount Gee-Mount Painter 
epithermal system in the world (Brugger, 2011a).

“(…) the Mount Gee-Mt Painter system appears to be the first documented 
continental Palaeozoic amagmatic epithermal system”(Brugger et al, 
2011b) and “The Mt Gee-Mt Painter areas are of exceptional value in that 
they are the oldest well-preserved, continental epithermal systems with 
surface expression.” (Brugger et al, 2011b)

“The Palaeozoic Mt Gee-Mt Painter [hydrothermal] system in the Northern 
Flinders Ranges of South Australia is exceptionally well preserved and 
displays both a sub-surface quartz sinter (boiling horizon) and remnants 
of aerial sinter pools that lie in near-original position.” (Brugger et al, 
2011b)

Geothermal (epithermal) areas occur where the near-surface rocks are much 
hotter than normal and percolating ground water is heated to boiling point. This 
results in a special type of landscape and phenomena that includes geysers, 
fumaroles, hot springs, boiling springs and mud pots. Typically, geothermal heat 
flows of Earth occur as a result of tectonic or volcanic activity and in distinct 
linear zones corresponding to major boundaries between tectonic plates. These 
areas include spreading ridge zones (such as the African Rift Valley) and major 
subduction zones where there is heat from the melting of rocks and volcanic 
activity (such as the “Pacific Rim of Fire” including the Philippines, Japan, New 
Zealand, the Rocky Mountains and the Andes). Geothermal areas are also 
associated with isolated mantle hot spots such as found in Hawaii, Yellowstone 
and the Galapagos Islands and from heat generated by the collision of 
mountain ranges such as the Mediterranean-Himalayan geothermal belt. Such 
geological deposits are usually  (relatively speaking) short lived given the highly 
dynamic nature of their tectonic geological setting, and only a few (such as the 
Devonian sites of the Drummond Basin Australia and the Rhynie cherts of 
Scotland) are preserved in the geological record (Walter et al, 1998; Brugger et al, 
2011b; Brugger et al, 2011c).

The fossil epithermal surface expression of Arkaroola’s Mount Gee and Mount 
Painter is similar to present-day global geothermal areas such as Yellowstone of 
the United States of America and Whakarewarewa of New Zealand.
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Their radiogenic heat source origins however are different and longer lasting 
than the more common tectonic and magmatic heat sources. Evidence of 
these eruptive hydrothermal events has been found on Mount Painter where 
several impact structures have been recognised:

“Here, angular pebbles of quartz-hematite have been found in depressed 
and truncated laminae of siliceous hematitic ‘siltstone’; the clasts rest in 
unstable, apex downwards attitudes. These occurrences are interpreted 
to indicate eruptive reworking, as ejecta, of lithified quartz hematite rock 
into similar but younger material.” (Drexel and Major, 1987)

The difference in the duration of the phenomena is linked to most geothermal 
areas being in an unstable tectonic and volcanic setting. For the Mount Painter 
Inlier, there was an extraordinary 130 million year period of episodic 
hydrothermal activity from the Devonian to the Permian culminating in the 
Mount Gee and Mount Painter epithermal system. This was a period when 
Australia drifted from a near equatorial location towards the South Pole. During 
this time, surface expressions of the Mount Painter Inlier and surrounding area 
would have witnessed a remarkable evolution of terrestrial life on Earth, from the 
first plants to the first conifers and seed plants, at a time when the abundance of 
oxygen was increasing in the atmosphere. During the Permian Antarctic period, 
glacial activity, ice (and consequently) more abundant water directly interacted 
with the geothermal site (Brugger et al, 2011b).

Following the break-up of Gondwana towards the end of the Cretaceous (about 
70-90 Ma) the intra-plate hot rocks moved northwards within the Australian Plate, 
with this migration continuing throughout the Tertiary until Australia reached its 
present location. The Mount Gee-Mount Painter today is an inverted landscape, 
with the previous valley bottom geothermal deposits now found as the top of Mt 
Painter (Figure Six).
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Figure Six: View towards the south-east of Mt Gee-Mt Painter and the fossil geothermal site found 
at this location. The landscape relief is inverted, with the Mt Painter deposits originally deposited 
in a valley bottom. (Reproduced from Brugger et al, 2011c with permission from Dr Joël Brugger, 
South Australian Museum)

(iv) Radiogenic Heat Effects: Paralana Hot Springs (Walter, 2012)

Paralana Hot Springs on the eastern side of Arkaroola is an active, radon-
containing hot spring that is the most recent manifestation of the region’s 
hydrothermal activity. There is no published example of such a spring from a 
natural environment anywhere else in the world. Bacteria are abundant and are 
of special interest because they are surviving the combined stresses of high 
temperatures (57-59ºC) and ionising radiation (from the radon gas). A 
preliminary study by Anitori et al, (2002) found a very diverse microbiota of 
about 180 different kinds of bacteria, many new to science. This is a modern 
analogue of the sort of microbiota that would have existed in the Mt Gee-Mt 
Painter hydrothermal system millions of years ago. This is a window into the 
earliest life on Earth and perhaps elsewhere in the solar system (Wallace, 2012). 
Research is continuing.

The Paralana Hot Springs also provides “a natural laboratory to study fluid flow, 
heat transfer and reactive transport that will help in developing geothermal 
energy sources” (Brugger et al, 2005). The Paralana Hot Springs are listed on the 
South Australian Heritage Register.
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Marg Sprigg at the site of contact between the ancient Mount Neill Granite and the first 
sediment of the Adelaide Geosyncline
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3.3  Arkaroola’s Hot Rock Generated Phenomena:  
Field Guide

Introduction

This is a full day excursion that drips with outstanding geology, remarkable 
biodiversity, rare and endangered species and breathtaking scenic views along 
the Ridgetop Track. Even without the nationally and internationally significant 
geology, it is not to be missed. It commences en route to Arkaroola Waterhole 
with a stop to view how Arkaroola’s hot rocks have preferentially “baked” rocks 
in their immediate vicinity. (Map One: Hot Rock Route). The trip just gets better as 
your expert guide recreates what was happening in the Arkaroola landscape for 
about 40% of the entire history of Earth.

Mount Painter viewed from the top of Mount Gee
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Stop One: Arkaroola Waterhole

General

If you are very lucky (and very quiet) an early morning visit to the scenically 
stunning Arkaroola Waterhole may be rewarded with a sighting of some cryptic 
(and endangered) Yellow-footed Rock-wallabies, for this is their home. The 
Yellow-foot is, in our humble view, one of Australia’s most beautiful macropods 
and Arkaroola Waterhole is one of its finest habitats. The geology here is not so 
bad either. Thanks to some quirks of irregular but constant uplift, kilometres of 
overlying Adelaide Geosyncline rocks have been eroded away to expose the 
very basement rocks of the Geosyncline here. It is like opening a window into 
ancient time. The rocks near the waterhole are in fact the 1580 Ma Mount Neill 
Granite which are a source of radiogenic heat. Whilst the granites are not hot to 
touch near the waterhole (the heat is rapidly dissipated at the surface), it is rocks 
like these that are of great interest to the geothermal energy industry where they 
are still covered by a thick cover of sediments. You will also be able to witness the 
very contact between the ancient Mount Neill Granite and the first sediments of 
the Adelaide Geosyncline which were deposited ~850 Ma. This was well before 
the first animal life appeared on Earth as possibly evidenced at Arkaroola Reef.

Detailed Geology

To the south of the Arkaroola Waterhole is the Arkaroola pegmatite, dated at 
about 460 Ma by Compston et al. (1966). The pegmatite clearly intrudes the 
Adelaidean sequences. Immediately adjacent to the waterhole, ~50 m out of the 
creek to the north and hidden in a small gully, is the major unconformity between 
a probable metavolcanic basement unit of the Mount Painter Inlier and the basal 
Adelaidean Paralana 
Quartzite. The 
basement at the 
unconformity is 
predominantly a 
quartz–muscovite–
feldspar unit with 
rounded blue quartz 
phenocrysts, 
belonging to the 
Mesoproterozoic 
Mount Neill Granite.

Yellow-footed Rock-wallaby at Arkaroola Waterhole.  
Photo by Jason Irving, DEWNR
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Stop Two: Ridgetop Track, Coulthard’s Lookout

General

This lookout provides an outstanding view of the mountainous Arkaroola 
geological inlier (The Mount Painter Inlier) with its landforms influenced by 
different rock types.

Detailed Geology

This viewing platform was built by Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary on red-brown 
Mount Neill Granite rock. To the south is Benbonyathe Hill, capped by Cambrian 
sediments. The intervening country exposes the entire Adelaidean sequence of 
the northern Flinders Ranges. To the east is Lake Frome, and to the north are 
Mount Painter, Radium Ridge and Mount Gee.

Coulthard’s Lookout on the Ridgetop Track with the pointed peak of The Armchair on the horizon 
to the right 
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Stop Three: Sphene Dyke at Radium Creek

General

Before we discuss (in detail) the unusual sphene (titanite)-diopside dyke rocks at 
this stop, it is useful to reflect on an evolving geological influence of the Mount 
Neill “hot rocks”. The Mount Neill Granite at Arkaroola Waterhole looks and feels 
suitably benign. They were certainly not hot to touch! But just imagine these 
rocks being buried by about 13+ kilometres of overlying sediments that acted as 
a giant insulating blanket to any radiogenic heat generated. It meant that this 
“trapped” heat environment became hotter and hotter and so much so that it 
actually melted the surrounding rocks to form a new granite body about 440 
million years ago. This is called the British Empire Granite and in its molten form it 
rose upwards through some of the overlying sedimentary sequences before it 
cooled. Because it was formed by melting the surrounding sedimentary rocks, it 
has been recognised as an S-Type Granite. It is the only granite body known for 
Australia and the world that has been formed by radiogenic heat.

With this extreme “trapped” heat, other unusual events also occurred about 440 
Ma. Circulating hot (hydrothermal) fluids were influenced by the unusual 
Arkaroola Mesoproterozoic basement metamorphic and granitic rocks which 
were rich in calcium, iron and rare elements. Some of these quite “mafic” 
hydrothermal fluids intruded into major joint systems of near-surface surrounding 
rocks to form diopside-sphene dykes (up to two metres wide) at a number of 
locations such as at Radium Creek. 

The Radium Creek sphene dyke site is accessed from the Ridgetop Track by 
walking for about 20 minutes along an old track and across country. The sphene 
(titanite), diopside dyke is a quite rare rock type; it is pegmatitic in places and 
contains sphene crystals up to one metre long. The origin of this unusual rock 
stems from the “hot rocks”.

Detailed	geology	(mafic	pegmatites)

The diopside-apatite-sphene (DAS) mafic pegmatite intruding along Sgneiss 
(most probably S2) of the pre-Delemarian fabric has subsequently been 
subjected to actinolite alteration. Near Radium Creek, veins with large (up to 60 
cm long), often euhedral, crystals of diopside, with or without sphene (euhedral, 
up to 20 cm in diameter), are found in a creek section in one of the 
Mesoproterozoic A-type granites in the basement. The veins are up to 1.5 m wide 
and the crystals appear to have grown into open space and there is no 
evidence that any of the veins have been folded. Most of the original diopside 
has been retrogressed to actinolite. Later minerals in the veins are calcite, quartz 
and hematite and the latter two minerals often overgrow the diopside and 
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sphene. Texturally, both in outcrop and thin-section, calcite appears to postdate 
both sphene and diopside (Elburg et al, 2003). The Diopside-Actinolite-Sphene 
dykes are Rare Earth Element rich.

Magmatism, metamorphism and metasomatism in the Mesoproterozoic Mt 
Painter Inlier and overlying Neoproterozoic Adelaidean rocks in the northern 
Flinders Ranges (South Australia) have previously been interpreted as resulting 
from the ca 500 Ma Delamerian Orogeny. New Rb–Sr, Sm–Nd and U–Pb data, as 
well as structural analysis, indicate that the area also experienced a second 
thermal event in the Late Ordovician (ca440 Ma) (Elburg et al, 2003).

The Delamerian Orogeny resulted in large-scale folding, prograde 
metamorphism and minor magmatic activity in the form of a small volume of 
pegmatites and leucogranites. However, the Late Ordovician (440Ma) event 
(according to Elburg et al, 2003) produced larger volumes of granite (the British 
Empire Granite in the core of the inlier) and these show Nd isotopic evidence for 
a mantle component. The high-temperature stage of this magmatic–
hydrothermal event also gave rise to the unusual diopside-sphene veins. The 
Ordovician hydrothermal system was also the cause of the commonly observed 
retrogression of Delamerian metamorphic minerals (cordierite, andalusite). The 
widespread development of actinolite, scapolite, tremolite and magnetite in the 
cover sequences and these pegmatitic titanite-diopside-fluorapatite veins (DAS) 
are	found	near	Radium	Creek	to	the	SE	of	Mt	Gee	formed	at	510	±	20	˚C,	
130±10 MPa (Bakker and Elburg 2006).

Large dark (pegmatitic) sphene crystals in the two metre wide dark dyke matrix with secondary 
quartz infilling at the Radium Creek diopside-sphene dyke site
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Stop Four: “Blow-Hole” Drill Site Location

General

The next stop at the “Blow-Hole” drill site is also the vehicle destination stop that 
accesses Field Trip Stops 4, 5 and 6. These stops all focus on the Mount Gee Sinter. 
Mt Gee is a fossil geothermal “sinter” plumbing system that helped to transfer 
superheated subterranean waters to the surface. When active, the exposed 
rocks at Mt Gee would actually have been found some 200 metres below the 
surface. Radiogenic-heated subsurface rocks transferred significant heat to 
subterranean waters so that they were well above boiling point. This caused a 
sub-surface and surface geothermal dynamic of moving fluids. When combined 
with an abundance of water, such as may have been available during the 
colder Permo-Carboniferous glacial times when Australia was in southern 
latitudes, the “plumbing” would have been particularly active. These sub-
surface plumbing systems evolved over time and carried the superheated water 
to the surface through a myriad of cavities, some small, some large. Parts of this 
highly cavernous and interconnected environment may still be seen at Mount 
Gee. Many of these cavities (or vughs) are lined with mostly small quartz crystals 
which is why geologist Reg Sprigg called Mount Gee the “crystal mountain”.

Stop Four: The 1992 Blow-Hole drill site stop near Waterfall Creek
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The “blow hole” drill hole stop (so-called because the drill hole “inhales” and 
“exhales” with atmospheric pressure changes) allows us to understand the 
geology for 375 metres below the surface at Mount Gee. Doug Sprigg of 
Arkaroola advises that the hole was drilled by Conzinc Riotinto of Australia in 
1992 as part of their exploration work. Their drilling encountered many difficulties 
and in particular the cavernous (or vughy) nature below where you are standing 
at the drill-head. They found one of the subterranean caverns to be six to seven 
metres from top to bottom before they descended below this layer at 375 
metres. There is no other equivalent exposure anywhere in Australia or the world 
of such a significant natural phenomenon, a geothermal plumbing system.

Stop Five: Sprigg Costean

General

A short walk (5 minutes) from the vehicle at the Blow-Hole drill site near the base 
of Mount Gee takes you to the (now famous in the geological world) Sprigg 
Costean site. En route you will cross the small, occasionally flowing Waterfall 
Creek (a tributary to Radium Creek) and within its assorted boulders, you have 
an opportunity to see examples of the Mount Gee “crystal rocks” with their small 
quartz vughs and associated crystals. These cavities would have been part of 
the plumbing system already described.

Stop Five

Put yourself in the place of a geologist trying to work out a sequence of events 
that happened in geological history. Especially in a complex place like 
Arkaroola! Geologist Reg Sprigg was faced with a riddle with his geological 
investigations. In the middle of an ancient geyser field he had rocks (diamictites) 
that just should not have been there. The rocks looked just like the nearby 
ancient Sturtian Tillites, but this site was much too young for these rocks and they 
outcropped as narrow dyke-like structures…and again this was quite different! 
Poor exposures of outcrops didn’t help either. His solution was simple. He 
obtained permission for a geological excavation from the South Australian 
Department of Mines; then a bulldozer cut a trench to better expose these 
strange rocks (which is why it is called the Sprigg Costean). He then made 
improved geological interpretations based on this costean. Years later, thanks to 
better dating of the rocks and more geological mapping new (and probably 
more accurate) interpretations have been made. The investigations have shown 
that the diamictites were in fact glacial sediments and that they were most likely 
formed when glaciers moved across the active Mount Painter-Mount Gee 
geothermal area. This was in the Permo-Carboniferous period, a time when the 
Australian continent was located in southern polar latitudes. The glacial 
sediments in-filled many of the cavities and depressions found in this landscape. 
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The “artists impression” provided in this Field Guide depicts this interpretation of 
geological history and the interaction between the geothermal area and 
glaciers when Australia was located in (southern) polar latitudes.

Detailed Geology

The ‘Sprigg Costean’ has been cut through the edge of outcropping diamictite 
in an effort to shed light on its origin. The diamictite occurs as two, steeply 
dipping dyke-like bodies, which appear to grade laterally into chloritic breccia. 
The clasts are mostly felsic volcanics and quartzite. The diamictite is quite 
variable.Small, round holes cut into the sides of the costean and outcrop were 
the sample sites for palaeomagnetic dating by Idnurm and Heinrich (1993). Their 
work indicated a palaeomagnetic age of Permo-Carboniferous, an age also 
preserved in the nearby Mount Gee Sinter and granitic breccias. It is worth 
bearing in mind that a single outcrop of Permian tillite (the Alpana Formation) is 
known from near Blinman, 110 km to the southwest. All clasts are highly rounded; 
the diamictite ranges from clast supported to matrix supported and this “dyke” 
has been interpreted as a fluvial-glacial till (crevice infill) and the dating of 
zircons in the matrix supports a Permian age (Brugger et al, 2011).

The bulldozer cut Sprigg Costean with its diamictite outcrop (left hand side of the costean)
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Stop Six: Waterfall Site

General

From the Sprigg Costean retrace your steps back to the drill site, and then follow 
Waterfall Creek further downstream to a prominent rock platform immediately 
prior to the several metres high Mount Gee waterfall on “Waterfall Creek”. Take 
care at the waterfall site, for the unfenced vertical “waterfall plunge” is many 
metres high. Here, upstream of the falls, exposed flat-rock surfaces tell a 
remarkable history of the Mount Gee sinter. It illustrates a high energy 
environment that was influenced by multiple episodes of brecciation, fluid 
movement and infill by quartz. One small rock at the waterfall, for example, 
identified some 1200Ma of geological evolution. It included a sample of Mount 
Neill Granite basement rock that had been brecciated. This was re-established as 
a competent rock (including silicification) immediately prior to it being 
brecciated in an epithermal (geothermal) environment. Later, there was further 
quartz infilling, and then fracturing again as a new competent rock and new 
infilling by quartz (see photo below). This is a remarkable story of the very volatile 
environment of the Mount Gee sinter.

Detailed Geology

To the immediate north is Mount Gee, and behind is Radium Ridge; to the east is 
Mount Painter. The valley in the foreground is underlain entirely by a minimum of 
300 metres of granitic, chloritic and hematitic breccias. Radium Ridge, which 
rises ~200 metres above the valley, is also composed entirely of these breccias. 
Less than 50 metres down the disused portion of the Ridgetop Track, the 
gradational contact is exposed between basement schist–gneiss and breccia 
comprised of similar lithologies. At the Waterfall a walk of a couple of hundred 
metres west reveals three or more phases of brecciation and quartz intrusion in 
rocks of the creek bed immediately above the waterfall. Good examples of 
nailhole quartz, where the holes represent former laumontite crystals, occur here.

Brecciated and re-brecciated Mesoproterozoic basement and Mt Gee sinter with multiple quartz
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Aerial view of Split Rock near Mount Painter.
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Stop Seven: Split Rock Lookout

General

One of the best places to view Mount Painter is at Split Rock Lookout, which is 
located right on the Ridge-Top track en route to Sillers Lookout. Here the 
remarkable story of Mt Painter can be shared.

Mount Painter is a special place. For those of you who have visited hot spring 
and geyser field sites like Whakarewarewa in New Zealand and Yellowstone in 
the United States, the landscape on the top of Mount Painter about 290 million 
years ago would be easy to imagine. Just think of a landscape of hot pools, 
sinter deposits and geysers, but with one exception. It was not on the top of a 
mountain back then, rather, it was in a valley bottom. The very erosion resistant 
geothermal sinter deposits have preserved this ancient Permo-Carboniferous 
land surface preferentially, so much so it is the mountain top now. What the rocks 
of Mount Painter show us is ancient sinter and ejecta material presumably blown 
skywards from active geysers or in mini-steam explosions. This is the “hot rocks”of 
Arkaroola at work. Outcrops of ancient geothermal sites are extremely rare since 
they are nearly always destroyed by the very unstable tectonic environment 
which caused them to form. There are no other known sites on Earth which 
provide such an outstanding three dimensional exposure of a geothermal site 
like Mount Gee-Mount Painter. En route to this site, you will have had the 
opportunity to observe the flanks of Mount Gee which exposes the immensity of 
the three-dimensional plumbing system (referred to at the drill hole) and which 
transferred super-heated water to the surface geysers and hot pools.

Detailed Geology

To the immediate south of the Lookout is Mount Painter. On the spur leading to 
the mount is an outcrop of Mount Gee Sinter. The outcrop has the appearance 
of having been deposited in a U-shaped (?glacial) valley. The crest of Mount 
Painter, as for Mount Gee, is capped by Mount Gee Sinter. On the southern face, 
the silica–haematite sinter is brecciated in places, overlain by un-brecciated 
sinter, which in turn is overlain by further brecciated sinter. This is interpreted as 
hot springs deposition punctuated by multiple phases of explosive activity 
associated with the hot springs.
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Stop Eight: Streitberg Ridge: Breccias

General

The breccias exposed at Streitberg Ridge are a result of the release of an 
enormous amount of energy deep within the Earth’s crust. The radiogenic heat 
source was deeply buried, the heat was trapped and there was a massive 
explosive release of energy and superheated fluids. It had the power to pulverise 
the Mount Neill Granite to a breccia.

This rock was originally the Mount Neill Granite, but it is now a pulverised breccia at Streitberg 
Ridge as a result of an immense release of energy.

An earlier radiogenic heat phenomenon had been the actual melting of 
country rock to form the British Empire Granite. This explosive release of energy is 
another unique Arkaroola feature which geologists from all over the world visit 
this site to view. Of interest, the brecciation is accompanied at Streitberg Ridge 
with hematitic deposits rich in primary uranium mineralisation. Again, this was 
the “hot rocks” at work.
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Detailed Geology- The Streitberg Prospect site

This site was drilled by the Exoil consortium about 1970. Drill chips at the surface 
include specular haematite and pyrite. Massive granitic breccia and also 
hematitic breccia crops out in the area. It is possible to analyse these rocks in situ 
using a NITON field-portable X-ray fluorescence (XRF) machine. The analysis of 
the outcropping hematitic breccia in 2012 indicated around 1,000ppm uranium. 
At this location the Mesoproterozoic granites (1580Ma) were brecciated prior to 
the primary uranium mineralisation at 360Ma. Uranium mineralisation is 
contained primarily in the hematitic breccia. The hematite breccia is cross-cut 
by the diamictite of “Spriggs Costean” and also Mt Gee quartz–hematite 
epithermal veins and sinter. The Mesoproterozoic granites in the basement were 
probably the source for the uranium mineralisation and possibly due to the high 
radiogenic heat of the area contributing to the melting of the basement and 
concentration and mobilization of fluids.

Geologist Steve Hore using the field analysis XRF machine at Streitberg Ridge to  
determine a uranium concentration of 1000 ppm associated with the haematite.
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Stop Nine: Sillers Lookout

General

The difference between the rugged Arkaroola hill and mountain landscape and 
the flat lands beyond is stark. The spectacular view from Sillers Lookout highlights 
this abrupt difference. In the sweep of an eye you can scan from a horizon that is 
infinite to a rugged foreground peninsula of mountains. It is dramatic and 
beautiful scenery. Geologists will tell you that the abrupt and very linear 
difference between the two dominant landscapes in some places is a 
consequence of an ancient but still active fault called the Paralana Fault. This 
structure is part of the story of why we have a window into the ancient 
geological past at Arkaroola. Numerous periods of uplift over geological time 
along the Paralana Fault have created a stepped effect of ancient erosion 
surfaces at Arkaroola. These include the Permian-Carboniferous Mt Painter 
geothermal area; a remnant Cretaceous glacial affected landsurface; a Tertiary 
erosion peneplain surface and the modern eroding landscape. It is a geological 
wonder that this “window” has occurred and has allowed us to understand the 
ancient basement rocks of the Flinders Ranges and the sequentially younger 
sequences.

Sillers Lookout also looks straight into the productive Beverley uranium mine and 
this site reflects a modern story of geological exploration and discovery. The 
uranium mine is the product of geologists understanding the process of the 
leaching of uranium minerals from Arkaroola’s mountains and their deposition 
under the nearby arid plains. It is about how an understanding of the chemistry 
of the flat salt lands has helped to concentrate and precipitate these dissolved 
uranium minerals to an economic concentration. It has developed a whole new 
approach to uranium exploration and mining.

Detailed Geology

From Sillers Lookout you can see spectacular views towards Paralana Hot Springs 
and Fault, Beverley Mine and the Mawson Plateau. The lookout was named after 
Bill Siller (Exoil consortium chief), and the mine after his wife Beverley.
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The dramatic landscape and spectacular views of Sillers Lookout, the terminus of the Ridgetop 
Track

Stop Ten: Mount Oliphant Lookout

General

Sediments that were being deposited within the Adelaide Geosyncline covered 
basement granitic rocks and trapped the radiogenic heat of these rocks. The 
sediments at Mount Oliphant Lookout acted as an insulating blanket and as the 
thickness of sediments increased over time, so the trapped heat became hotter 
(Figure Two). This heat altered the chemical composition of the sediments 
(through metamorphism) and new minerals formed. This heat effect on the 
Adelaide geosyncline sediments is localized and is not found at nearby 
Arkaroola Village (for example).

Detailed geology

The Woodnamoka Phyllite is showing retrogressed andalusite crystals, evident as 
quartz–muscovite aggregates. This indicates amphibolite-facies level of 
metamorphism in contrast to little evidence of metamorphism at Arkaroola. The 
degree of metamorphism has increased markedly as the basement inlier (the 
hot rock source) is approached. Scapolite, tremolite and cordierite isograds are 
essentially concordant with the unconformity (Sandiford, 1996; Sandiford et al., 
1998).
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4. Arkaroola Research Sites
4.1 National and International Significance
Arkaroola is a nationally significant site for geological research. It is one of the 
best geological sites in Australia for demonstrating nationally significant 
phenomena for applied geologists and researchers. 

This internationally and nationally significant scientific research at Arkaroola includes 
research into the ancient animal life on Earth and the effects of radiogenic heat. 

Other important topics include research into:

1. Neoproterozoic climates; 

2. Ancient climate change;

3. Ancient marine environments; 

4. Ancient carbonate reef formation and the evolution of animal life (Gehling 
and Vickers-Rich, 2007); 

5. Geothermal energy; 

6. Hydrothermal brecciation processes; 

7. Hydrothermal ore body formation; 

8. Extremophile life forms; and 

9. For its Mars analogue environments (USA-NASA).

“Classic” glacial tillite found outcropping in Tillite Gorge, Arkaroola Creek
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Arkaroola’s scenically attractive and biodiverse mountainous terrain; its arid 
environment, sparse vegetation cover and readily observable geological 
features complement these special phenomena and add to its appeal as a 
research destination. It is a site described by Sir Douglas Mawson as “one great 
open-air museum” (Walter and Walter, 2011). Arkaroola is used by at least seven 
research institutions for ongoing research, including training in economic 
geology by the University of Adelaide and the Geological Survey of South 
Australia. Arkaroola’s nationally significant research values are considered to 
meet National Heritage List Criterion (c) for their potential to provide information 
contributing to the understanding of Australia’s natural world.

4.2 Arkaroola Research Sites
Arkaroola is a nationally significant site for geological research. Significant 
investigations include research into the possible oldest animals on Earth at 
Arkaroola Reef and research into radiogenic heat effects. Other research includes 
investigations into Neoproterozoic climates, marine environments and ancient 
carbonate reef formation; geothermal energy; hydrothermal brecciation 
processes; hydrothermal ore body formation; and extremophile life forms.

Arkaroola’s concentration of geological phenomena; their antiquity; their spatial 
presentation; their diversity and many unique characteristics; the intactness of 
outcrops; and the multiple unresolved research challenges they provide ensure 
that the area is important as a research site. The national importance of this 
geologically-focused research is linked to international and national research on 
the emergence of life on Earth; to potential life on Mars; to geothermal energy 
sources; to economic geological exploration and ore bodies linked to intense 
hydrothermal brecciation and to the discovery of new and rare minerals of Earth.

NASA scientists have taken a close research interest in the Mt Gee-Mt Painter 
deposits. These epithermal deposits have been generated in temperatures 
greater than 100ºC and have been recognised as an analogue for systems that 
may be found on Mars. They have attracted world-wide attention (Walter and 
Walter, 2011). The Arkaroola epithermal rocks support diverse ecosystems and 

“…may have played a direct role in the development of life on Earth, 
since they provide sources of water, heat and chemical energy (eg 
molecular hydrogen, sulphur, reduced carbon) conducive to sustaining 
life. Surface expressions of hydrothermal systems hence are a prime 
target for exploration of life in the solar system and evidence of silica-rich 
hydrothermal deposits on Mars have been reported recently.”(Brugger et 
al., 2011c)
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Arkaroola is also a destination for the professional development of geologists. 
The epithermal explosion breccias and sinter deposits of Mt Gee-Mt Painter, the 
hosting granitic breccias, as well as the uraniferous hematitic breccias have 
been continuously visited and studied by economic geologists and research 
geologists from Australia and overseas since the 1970s. These breccias have 
research relevance for geologists exploring for hydrothermal ore bodies of 
considerable economic importance such as the South Australian Olympic Dam 
deposits (Reynolds, 2001; Hore, 2011). Given many geologists are forced to 
interpret their exploration geology sites from limited samples in drill cores, there 
has been a steady demand to witness Arkaroola’s well-exposed surface 
analogues. Based on the experience of guiding of some 300 geoscientists to the 
site between 1979 and 2002 and an ongoing interest in the site, geologists John 
Drexel and Stephen Hore generated their Field Guide to the Epithermal Breccias 
of the Mount Painter Region, Northern Flinders Ranges (Drexel and Hore, 2004). 
This has subsequently been used and revised by Stephen Hore for 33 guided 
inspections from 2004 to 2011, involving 292 students, geoscientists and 
professionals, and that included 10 international inspections.

4.3 Research Sites: Field Guide

Introduction

This field excursion focuses on two key research sites. It visits the spectacular Tillite 
Gorge, which is one of the finest locations to observe the ancient Sturtian tillites 
in Australia. These Precambrian glacial deposits and their continuous 
sedimentary sequences to Arkaroola Reef and younger rocks provide enormous 
research opportunities to study the chemistry of ancient oceans and the 
environment of Earth at a time when the first animals evolved. 

If time is available, this trip also visits Paralana Hot Springs, which is a modern 
phenomenon caused by Arkaroola’s radiogenic hot rocks.

Site One: Tillite Gorge

General

Access to Tillite Gorge involves a four-wheel drive journey through spectacular 
Arkaroola scenery to a parking area and road terminus. A return walk of 
approximately two hours from the car park along Arkaroola Creek to“Lorraine’s 
Bar” takes you through extended deposits of Sturtian tillites in a stunningly scenic 
creek valley setting bounded by abrupt low cliffs of solid and unmodified glacial 
deposits. The geologically recent (30,000-10,000 Before Present (Bp)) glacial 
events found at Mount Kosciuszko in the Snowy Mountains and the mountains of 
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Tasmania and their associated small glacial lakes and lateral and terminal 
moraines pale into insignificance relative to the enormity of these ancient 
deposits. The walk is generally exposed to the sun and involves rock hopping 
along stream beds and stream sides.

Detailed Geology

The continuous Neoproterozoic sedimentary sequence from the Sturtian tillites to 
Arkaroola Reef is an area of research significance described here, including the 
early geological research, insights to ancient environments, climate change, 
early life, and radical theories such as “Snowball Earth”. We start with a quote 
from Dr Wolfgang Preiss of the Geological Survey of South Australia:

“D. Mawson was appointed Lecturer in Mineralogy and Petrology at the 
University of Adelaide in 1905. (…) he turned his attention to the very thick 
sequences in the Adelaide Geosyncline, in particular the glacial beds of 
which he recognised extensive developments in the Willyama and Mount 
Painter areas.” (Preiss, 1987)

“The Adelaide Geosyncline contains one of the most complete, best 
preserved and best documented late Proterozoic glacial sequences in 
the world, especially for the Sturtian glaciation.”

“The most severe glaciations in recorded Earth history occurred during 
Neoproterozoic time.” (Preiss, 2005)

Precambrian evidence of glaciation and glacial tillites may be found in the 
Flinders Ranges, the Kimberley Region of northern Western Australia, western 
New South Wales and in Central Australia (Preiss, 1987). However, Preiss also 
states (1987):

Some of the best of these exposures of glacial tillites are found in a number of 
locations at Arkaroola. For example, the Yudnamutana Sub-Group of glacial 
tillites reaches its greatest known thickness of about 6000 metres in the Mount 
Painter area (Coats and Blissett, 1971). The Arkaroola glacial deposits have been 
a site of scientific research and observation at Arkaroola since Sir Douglas 
Mawson’s time from 1905 and through the 1920s and 1930s (Preiss, 1987):
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Mawson first suspected glacigene rocks in the Bolla Bollana Waterhole area of 
Arkaroola in 1923, and in 1926 he described the sequence below Mt Jacob 
(south of Stubbs Waterhole) at Arkaroola (Coats and Blissett, 1971). At Stubbs 
Waterhole, essentially unmodified and very thick exposures of Sturtian glacial 
tillites were described by Sprigg (1984):

“Mawson was the first (to our knowledge) to argue that late 
Neoproterozoic glaciation was global, with large ice sheets in the tropics 
(Mawson 1949). He went on to suggest that climatic amelioration paved 
the way for the first metazoa (Mawson 1949) which had been discovered 
by a Mawson protégé, Reg Sprigg in the Ediacara Hills west of the Flinders 
Ranges.”

“At Stubbs Waterhole massed accumulations of well-rounded boulders tell 
of the retreat of a local glacier into northerly mountain valleys,leaving 
massive terminal moraines and outwash boulder trains.”

The Arkaroola and other Northern Flinders Ranges deposits provided evidence 
of Neoproterozoic glaciation at low latitudes at about 658 Ma (Wallace et al, 
2011). Hoffman and Schrag (2002) in their “Review Article” of “Snowball Earth” 
describe pioneering work by Mawson on these deposits:

It was an important observation that has renewed significance due to the 
discovery of possible Cryogenian animal fossils. The Sturtian and (later) Marinoan 
glacial deposits of the Flinders Ranges and international sites form part of 
international research into the possibility of a “Snowball” or totally ice-covered 
Earth (Hoffman and Schrag, 2002). This concept is contested by some scientists, 
who cite contradictory evidence of water-laid deposits associated with the 
glacials on all continents at these times. 
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The scientific debate is of great importance in understanding early Earth. During 
the Neoproterozoic, as part of an ancient supercontinent called “Rodinia”, there 
were multiple existing continents merged at the equator including ancient 
Australia.

The Earth has been interpreted as being very different at this time. Its 
atmosphere had high levels of carbon dioxide and marine environments were 
probably anoxic (oxygen was either absent or deficient) with high levels of iron 
and carbonates in solution. The seas were potentially ice-covered, and 
glaciation was occurring near or at the equator (Hoffman and Schrag, 2002). 
These conditions were hostile for life on Earth. Warming conditions following the 
Sturtian glaciation provided evidence of potential ocean “turnover” and 
oxygenation causing the precipitation of dissolved carbonates (cap dolostones) 
and iron (iron formations). Enhanced weathering and erosion of exposed land 
surfaces provided abundant nutrients to the marine environment.

The Flinders Ranges and just a few other international sites (such as Canada, 
Namibia, Norway, and Mauritania) include a record of the geological 
sequences which help interpret this Cryogenian Period (Hoffman and Schrag, 
2002). Examples of most of these geological features are found at Arkaroola. 
Interpretation of these ancient rocks identifies that in just a short period of the 
Precambrian (a few million years) conditions on Earth changed dramatically 
from hostile conditions for animal life to warmer, life-supportive, and more 
oxygenated and nutrient rich oceans. It was a time when the impressive 
Cryogenian limestone reefs of the Northern Flinders Ranges were built by 
carbonate precipitation, Stromatolites, and possibly the first animals on Earth 
(Hood et al, 2011; Wallace et al, 2011). The concept of a “Snowball Earth” and its 
influence on the environment of Earth is an area of great research interest and 
Hoffman and Schrag (2002) state:

“The appearance of particular Ediacaran fossils has long been attributed 
to a rise in free oxygen (…) Speculatively, snowball events may have 
acted not only as an environmental filter on the evolution of life, but also 
as a biogeochemical pump that permanently changed the environment 
itself.”

These Arkaroola sedimentary sequences are of immense research interest and 
great importance.
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Paralana Hot Springs. Hot water was rising from the base of the right hand rock following the 2012 
floods.
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Stop Two: Paralana Hot Springs

General

The drive to Paralana Hot Springs takes you northwards within Arkaroola Pastoral 
Lease but along the eastern boundary of the newly established Arkaroola 
Protection Area. The track parallels the eastern Arkaroola rangefront, an area 
that is notable for its evidence of recent (Tertiary) uplift and uranium 
mineralisation, such as the Four Mile West uranium deposits, located a few 
kilometres to the north of the Paralana Hot Springs. The uranium for this deposit 
originates from within the ranges and due to weathering processes accumulates 
in a subsurface chemically suitable environment located near the rangefront. 
The return vehicle trip from the Arkaroola Village takes a total of about seven 
hours.

Detailed Geology (Walter, 2012)

Paralana Hot Springs on the eastern side of Arkaroola is an active, radon-
containing hot spring that is the most recent manifestation of the region’s 
hydrothermal activity. There is no other published example of such a spring from 
a natural environment anywhere else in the world. Bacteria are abundant and 
are of special interest because they are surviving the combined stresses of high 
temperatures (57-59ºC) and ionising radiation (from the radon gas). A 
preliminary study by Anitori et al, (2002) found a very diverse microbiota of 
about 180 different kinds of bacteria, many new to science. This is a modern 
analogue of the sort of microbiota that would have existed in the Mount Gee-
Mount Painter hydrothermal system millions of years ago. This is a window into 
the earliest life on Earth and perhaps elsewhere in the solar system (Wallace, 
2012). Research is continuing.

The Paralana Hot Springs also provides “a natural laboratory to study fluid flow, 
heat transfer and reactive transport that will help in developing geothermal 
energy sources” (Brugger et al, 2005). The Paralana Hot Springs are listed on the 
South Australian Heritage Register.
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APPENDIX: Arkaroola history
Arkaroola and the Northern Flinders Ranges are significant landscapes for the 
Adnyamathanha people whose long-standing cultural connections to this area 
remain strong and vibrant. The geological values of Arkaroola are important for 
Aboriginal peoples for spiritual and utilitarian reasons. Dreamtime stories relate 
directly to the local landscapes with “Akurra” the powerful Dreamtime Serpent 
of the Flinders Ranges making the “Akurrula Awi” and all of the permanent 
waterholes along Arkaroola Creek including Arkaroola, Bolla Bollana, 
Nooldoonooldoona and Echo Camp Waterholes (Tunbridge,1988; Barker et al, 
2000). Red ochre was mined from the Manja Arti Aboriginal Red Ochre mine of 
Freeling Heights on Arkaroola and was highly prized for ceremonial purposes 
and traded widely across central Australia (Sprigg, 1984).

Conservation of Arkaroola

In 1937 the Arkaroola pastoral lease was established by consolidating the 
rugged hill country of four adjoining stations into one lease. The lease was “not 
considered the best cattle or sheep country” by pastoralists and “was subject to 
droughts” (SAHC, 2011). In 1952, the Arkaroola Pastoral Lease and Freeling 
Heights leases were merged into one larger lease. In 1968 this larger Arkaroola 
lease was transferred to Reginald Claude Sprigg who, with his wife Griselda, 
believed that the Arkaroola lease could function as a “Fauna Sanctuary and 
Historic Reserve” as well as part sheep station, part tourist resort and part wildlife 
reserve (SAHC, 2011). In 1969, following application by the Spriggs, Arkaroola was 
gazetted as a Fauna Sanctuary under the South Australian Fauna Conservation 
Act (1964-1965) and as an Aboriginal and Historic Reserve under the Aboriginal 
and Historic Relics Preservation Act. Mineral exploration was still permitted on 
the pastoral lease.

Ecotourism, education, and conservation 

The Spriggs were pioneers in private sector conservation. A policy document for 
the management of the Arkaroola-Mount Painter Sanctuary was prepared in 
1969. The lease was divided into coherent areas for intensive visitor facilities 
(Arkaroola Village), scenic areas largely in the former fenced pastoral area, and 
publicly accessible via a peripheral road system, and a large central and 
northern conservation zone devoid of public vehicle access (Walter, 1972). The 
conservation zoning of private land was one of the first of such approaches in 
South Australia. It helped (for example) to keep camping away from the highly 
vulnerable waterholes (Edmunds, 2012). The control of vermin (goats, cats, foxes) 
formed part of the Sanctuary management, and historic features were 
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protected. Sheep were removed in 1970. Though official Sanctuary and Historic 
Reserve status was removed in 1972, the Spriggs maintained their conservation 
work as they developed their managed ecotourism destination and tourism-
funded conservation venture. They have been pioneers and leaders of 
ecotourism in South Australia (Lay and Della Torre, 2000).

The Spriggs established many strong working partnerships with researchers and 
universities. In 1996, shortly after the death of Reg Sprigg, the sanctuary status of 
Arkaroola was reinstated as the “Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary” (Sanctuary 
60) (SAHC, 2011). Management of Arkaroola was transferred to Margaret and 
Douglas Sprigg, the daughter and son of Reg and Griselda. 

In July 2011, after considerable assessment work, much of the Arkaroola area 
was reserved from the operations of the South Australian Mining Act 1971 and in 
February 2012 South Australian Parliament passed the Arkaroola Protection Act 
2012, which established a legislated conservation management regime and 
permanently protected 82.6% of the Arkaroola pastoral lease from exploration 
and mining.

Mining at Arkaroola

Arkaroola’s geological hotspot status is of national interest. It is closely connected 
with specific intervals of the history of uranium mining in Australia. It is also 
directly linked with:

1. the research work and aspirations of the famous geologist and Antarctic 
explorer Sir Douglas Mawson; 

2. the geological work of the internationally recognised Dr Reg Sprigg, 
discoverer of the Precambrian Ediacaran fossil fauna; 

3. a history of outstanding research into Precambrian life, and 

4. a very recent history where the conservation of an outstanding geological 
heritage and research area has succeeded over mining development 
interests.

Mining from the earliest days

Early exploration and pastoralism opened up the Northern Flinders Ranges 
during the 1840s and 1850s and prospectors and miners soon followed. In 1862 
Alfred Frost discovered copper that lead to the Yudanamutana Mine, located 
immediately outside Arkaroola’s western boundary, but severe drought in 1864 
witnessed a decline in this mining activity (Coats and Blissett, 1971; SAHC, 2011). 
The 1890s witnessed a second wave of mining, mainly for copper.
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The first radium rush

“In September 1898, Marie and Pierre Curie announced the discovery of 
radium, a new highly radioactive element. “…(…)…..Radium and 
radioactivity were highly fashionable topics and radium rapidly became 
a magic elixir capable of relieving every human affliction. (…) It took 
several decades before the dangers of radioactivity became universally 
recognised.” (Brugger et al., 2003)

Radium had been discovered by Madam Curie in 1898 and in 1910 it 
commanded high prices world-wide for use as radium bromide in medicine. 
Prospector William B Greenwood (based on 1907 briefings by Douglas Mawson) 
discovered uranium at Mount Painter in 1910. Rock samples collected by 
Greenwood were identified by Douglas Mawson at the University of Adelaide as 
autunite and torbernite, both uranium minerals containing the element radium 
(SAHC, 2011). The young Mawson visited the site in 1910 with Greenwood 
(Brugger et al., 2003) and they joined forces and formed the Radium Extraction 
Company of South Australia Limited to mine the uranium. Mawson was optimistic 
and stated “the tonnage of low grade ores is immense, very large profits may be 
expected (…)” (Gee, 1911). However, attempts to extract the radium ore at 
Mount Painter were hampered by a reality of low concentrations, lack of water 
and remote area logistic constraints (SAHC, 2011). There was also less demand 
during the First World War.

In the 1920s the world-wide demand for radium increased again and in 1924 Sir 
Douglas Mawson (he was knighted in 1914) led another field trip to investigate 
the radioactive ores of the Mount Painter area of Arkaroola. His company, the 
Australian Radium Corporation undertook mining at Mount Painter, but the low 
grade ore and difficulties in transport meant that mining had all but concluded 
in 1927 and ceased in 1932 (SAHC 2011), Brugger et al, 2003). An estimated 
£10,000 worth of ore was extracted from the site (Brugger et al, 2003). 
Outstanding, museum quality specimens of the uranium minerals autunite and 
torbernite were also extracted from near Mount Painter and these commanded 
good prices. Specimens were also presented to dignitaries, including Sir Ernest 
Rutherford in 1925 (Brugger et al, 2003). 

The visit also took an interest in the Paralana Hot Springs and their potential to 
provide medicinal benefits (SAHC, 2011).
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Mt Painter No 6. Workings: Photo taken by Douglas Mawson, 1911 (Source: Joël Brugger)

Mount Painter No 6 workings about 1925: loading camels with radium ore (Source: DMITRE. SARIG 
Photo 032134; Photo by A. Broughton)
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A second uranium “rush”

Interest in uranium increased again with the discovery of nuclear fission by Otto 
Hahn and Fritz Straussman in 1939. This led to a race to develop the atom bomb 
and nuclear power (Brugger et al., 2003): 

“In 1944, the British Government requested the Federal Government to 
undertake an urgent, intensive investigation of uranium at Mt Painter”. (…) 
“Dickinson [the South Australian Director of Mines] and his team were not 
told of the atomic bomb project, but rather that it was for some obscure 
purpose” (…) “With such wartime status, unlimited funding and power to 
second staff, the pace of work at Mt Painter was hectic”. “By 1945, the 
intensive investigations at Mt Painter had revealed a number of low grade 
orebodies, but wartime work was discontinued because other sources of 
uranium had been found.”(Brugger et al, 2003)

In 1944, as part of the wartime work, geologist Reg Sprigg was commissioned to 
map the geology of the Mount Painter area. Interest in Mount Painter waned 
(again) after the end of the war.

A third uranium rush

In response to global demand for uranium to service increasing numbers of 
nuclear power stations, exploration for both primary uranium and sedimentary 
uranium linked to Mesoproterozoic basement rocks commenced in the late 
1960s. Primary uranium deposits were found between Mount Gee and Paralana 
Hot Springs along a 10km northeast trending breccia zone within the ranges, 
and were determined at the time to be sub-economic. Uranium interest then 
shifted to sand-hosted deposits under the plains to the east of the ranges, where 
the Beverley Mine is now located. Uranium mining at this time was intensely 
political with opponents in the 1970s concerned about the proliferation of 
atomic weapons, the risk of nuclear accidents and the treatment of nuclear 
waste. Interest in mineralisation within Arkaroola continued with exploration by 
Conzinc Rio Tinto of Australia Exploration Ltd and others during the 1990s. Later, 
Marathon Resources Ltd maintained an active exploration program within the 
Arkaroola Pastoral Lease from 2006 until 2011.
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Geologist Sir Douglas Mawson at Arkaroola

Sir Douglas Mawson (1882-1958) was 
directly involved at Arkaroola in 
active research, geological 
education and uranium mining.
Mawson is most famous (and was 
knighted) for his Antarctic expeditions 
and contribution to Australia’s role in 
Antarctica. He was also a committed 
geologist and mineralogist. He was 
appointed lecturer in petrology and 
mineralogy at the University of 
Adelaide in 1905 and had a particular 
interest in the glacial geology of South 
Australia and an interest in 
radioactivity (Jacka, 2011). His early 
adventures with uranium at Arkaroola 
have been briefly described (above).

Arkaroola was also a favoured 
teaching and research laboratory for 
Mawson and he described it as “one 
great open-air museum” (Walter and 
Walter, 2011). He (for example) was inspired by the glacial deposits of the Flinders 
Ranges and it served as one reason for his involvement with Shackleton’s 1907 
Antarctic expedition. Mawson explained in 1956 that: 

Sir Douglas Mawson  
(Source: University of Queensland)

“My idea was to see a continental ice-cap in being and become 
acquainted with glaciation and its geological repercussions. This 
especially interested me for in glaciological studies in South Australia I 
was face to face with great accumulations of glacial sediments of 
Precambrian age, the greatest thing of the kind recorded anywhere in the 
World. So I desired to see an ice age in being.” (Mawson, 1956)

Mawson was passionate about the outstanding natural qualities of the Arkaroola 
region and he said to his students in the 1930s “If ever you can do anything to 
protect Arkaroola [Pastoral Lease] for posterity, then do it” (Walter and Walter, 
2011). A geology student of Mawson by the name of Reg Sprigg always 
remembered much of his mentor’s words and committed his energy and much 
of his life’s work to the conservation of Arkaroola.
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Geologist Dr Reg C. Sprigg AO at Arkaroola

Reg Sprigg’s (1919-1994) discovery in 
1946 of the Precambrian Ediacaran 
fauna in the Northern Flinders Ranges 
about 130 kilometres west of 
Arkaroola assured his place in history.

These outstanding fossils and their 
contextual sediments became 
world-renowned and then gained 
formal international recognition as a 
Global Stratotype Section and Point 
(GSSP) in 2004. The GSSP and its 
associated Golden Spike is located at 
Enorama Creek, Flinders Ranges 
National Park to the south of 
Arkaroola. The GSSP defines the base 
of the Ediacaran System and Period of 
the Neoproterozoic and the GSSP 
(one of 50) is the only one in the 
Southern Hemisphere (Preiss, 2005) 
and the only new one internationally 
accepted in more than a century 
(Knoll et al, 2006).

Reg Sprigg was appointed as a geologist with the Geological Survey of South 
Australia in 1944 and was involved in mapping the Mount Painter uranium field 
(Walter and Walter, 2011). At the request of the British Government there was a 
rush by the Australian Government to find uranium at this time as part of an 
effort to create the first atomic weapons. After the war, there was less interest in 
the site. In 1947, Prime Minister Chifley and South Australian Premier Playford 
visited the East Painter Mine guided by Reg Sprigg. Reg encouraged Premier 
Playford to establish a national park at Arkaroola at this time, but this was 
dismissed as it was thought that the area was “too remote” (Walter and Walter, 
2011).

Undaunted and with a farsighted view of the extraordinary geological heritage 
values of Arkaroola, Reg Sprigg took his own steps to help educate people 
about the area. In 1954, in association with Dennis Walter, a joint venture was 
established which sought to popularise the study of geology and to provide 
geological teaching materials to schools and universities (Walter and Walter, 
2011). This led to regular visits to Mount Painter and Arkaroola. In 1968, he and his 

Dr Reg Sprigg AO  
(Source: DMITRE. SARIG Photo 042282)
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wife Griselda acquired the Arkaroola Pastoral Lease and they established 
Arkaroola-Mount Painter Sanctuary (as it was called then) and a tourism 
destination at the southern fringe of the pastoral lease. The Spriggs actively 
encouraged geological and environmental research and associations with 
educational institutions including the University of Adelaide. 

Reg Sprigg is well known for his enormous contributions to the geology of South 
Australia beyond Arkaroola, and notwithstanding his contributions to the 
Ediacaran biota, he is well known for his work on the understanding of South 
Australian submarine canyons, Neogene sedimentary environments, and his 
inputs to petroleum geology (McGowran, 2011). In 1990 he was awarded an 
honorary Doctor of Science by Flinders University of South Australia for his 
contributions to science and geology. Important Ediacaran fossils (Spriggina 
floundersi and Mawsonites spriggi) and a mineral (Spriggite) have been named 
in his honour.

Reg Sprigg (standing on the Cairn) and other geology students at Arkaroola with Sir Douglas 
Mawson (far right) (about the 1930s) (Source: DMITRE. SARIG Photo 042283)
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Kingsmill Creek and Arkaroola Reef
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